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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The interaction between a matter and submillimeter wave photon occur mainly through 
changes in thermal, rotational, or bending state of a molecule. Therefore submillimeter waves 
can be used to detect different molecular species, their concentration, and their physical 
properties such as heat or pressure. Currently submillimeter wave instruments are used mainly 
for Earth atmospheric observations and for radio astronomy [12]. In the future submillimeter 
wave instruments may be used also in biomedical applications, material quality control 
applications, security control applications, and in demining applications [12]. 

Several future scientific space missions have on board electrically very large submillimeter 
wave antennas. For example, the European Space Agency (ESA) is going to launch Planck 
and Herschel space telescopes in the near future [13]. The Planck has a 1.5-m telescope 
operating from 27 GHz to 857 GHz. The Herschel has a 3.5-m telescope and its highest 
operation frequency is 5 THz. 

The manufacturing of large submillimeter telescopes is very challenging because of the tight 
reflector surface accuracy requirement (about one hundredth of a wavelength). The 
manufacturing inaccuracies may distort the telescope operation and spoil even the whole 
space mission. Therefore the electrical operation of these telescopes should be verified prior 
to launch. Measurement techniques of large submillimeter wave antennas are not yet well 
established, however, but hologram- and reflector-based compact antenna test ranges 
(CATRs) are among the most potential methods. 

The measurement accuracy of a compact antenna test range is limited by the level of the 
spurious signals. The level of the spurious signal should be much lower than the measured 
side lobe level of the antenna under test (AUT). Spurious signals are caused by the unwanted 
reflections in the range. In reflector-based CATRs, also inaccuracies and deformations of the 
range reflector may cause distortions, because the tight surface accuracy requirements of 
about a hundredth of a wavelength can not be fully satisfied. The surface accuracy 
requirement is lower with the hologram. However, the main challenge with large holograms is 
the current manufacturing technology. Large (> 1m) holograms have to be manufactured from 
several pieces. The seams and the misalignment between the hologram pieces cause spurious 
signals and decrease the measurement accuracy. 

To mitigate the effects of the spurious signals, several antenna pattern correction and range 
evaluation techniques have been developed. Most of the techniques have been developed for 
microwave frequencies and they are not directly applicable at submillimeter wavelengths. 

1.2 Scope and Contents of the Thesis 

In this thesis, four antenna pattern correction techniques, feed scanning based antenna pattern 
comparison (APC), frequency shift method, adaptive array-based method, and a method based 
on signal-to-interference ratio optimization have been developed. The methods are especially 
suitable at submillimeter wavelengths. The feed scanning based APC can be used in a 
reflector-based CATR as well as in a hologram-based CATR. The frequency shift method 
suits best for hologram-based CATRs whereas the adaptive array based technique and the 
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technique based on signal-to-interference ratio optimization are suitable for far-field and 
compact antenna test ranges. 

This thesis is organized as follows: possible submillimeter wave antenna measurement 
techniques are reviewed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives a survey of previously developed 
antenna pattern correction techniques and introduces stray signal imaging techniques, which 
are used to improve antenna test ranges. The antenna pattern correction techniques that have 
been developed in this thesis are briefly introduced in Chapter 4. The conclusions are 
presented in Chapter 5. 

1.3 New Scientific Results 

The thesis contains the following new scientific results: 

1) The performance of the antenna pattern correction technique based on adaptive array 
algorithm has been improved by implementing a method for maximizing the signal-to-
interference ratio. 

2) New antenna pattern correction technique based on adaptive array algorithm has been 
developed. 

3) The frequency shift method has found to be especially applicable in hologram-based 
compact antenna test ranges. 

4) New antenna pattern correction technique based on range feed scanning has been 
developed. 

5) The effect of the non-ideal quiet-zone field on the measured antenna pattern has been 
estimated at 310 GHz. 
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2 Antenna Pattern Measurement Techniques at 
Submillimeter Wavelengths 

Submillimeter wave antennas are not yet being tested extensively and therefore suitable 
measurement techniques are not well established. There are several proposed techniques, but 
only some of them have been used in practice. The proposed techniques are reviewed, e.g., in 
[14]. 

2.1 Antenna Characteristics 

An antenna transforms guided electromagnetic waves into free space radiation and vice versa. 
The field produced by an antenna is generally divided into near-field and far-field regions 
[15]. The near-field region is still subdivided into a reactive near-field and a radiating near-
field. The field components which decay exponentially are strongly present in the reactive 

near-field, which is often defined to reach to a distance of 
π

λ
2

 from the antenna but may in 

some antenna structures extend to a distance of several wavelengths ( λ ). The radiating near-
field is beyond the reactive near-field and it mainly consists of the field components, which 

decay proportional to 
r

1 . The far-field of the antenna is reached at a distance (an often used 

definition) 

 
λ

22D
R = , (2.1) 

where D  is the diameter of the antenna and λ  is the wavelength. In the far-field, the field is 

proportional to 
r

e
jkr−

, i.e., the directional properties of the antenna do not depend on the 

distance in the far-field region. As antennas are generally designed to operate in the far-field 
region, the antenna characteristics are measured in the far-field conditions. 

 

Fig. 2.1. The standard coordinate system in antenna measurements [15]. 

Usually antennas are characterized in terms of their directional properties. The antenna pattern 
describes the radiated field (amplitude, phase, and polarization) by an antenna as a function of 
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the antenna pointing angle. The antenna pattern is typically represented in a standard spherical 
coordinate system [15], see Figure 2.1. When measuring high-gain antennas, it is desirable to 
orient the main beam axis to the equator. 

2.2 Far-Field Technique 

In the far-field range the distance between the probe antenna and the antenna under test is so 
large that the spherical wave front radiated by the probe antenna is practically a plane wave in 
the aperture of the antenna under test. The required distance between the probe and the AUT 
depends on the size of the AUT, the wavelength, and the desired measurement accuracy. 
Generally the distance defined in (2.1) is required. At this distance, a spherical wave front has 

a maximum deviation of °5.22  from a plane wave in the aperture of the AUT, when the AUT 
is pointed to the source. When measuring low-side lobe antennas, even larger distance is 

needed, such as 
λ

24D  or 
λ

28D  [16]. 

The required distance becomes impractically large at submillimeter wavelengths for large 

antennas. For example, the required distance must be at least km 7.6=R  for an antenna with 
m 1=D  at 1 THz. However, the atmospheric attenuation may be from tens to hundreds of 

decibels per kilometer. In addition, temperature gradients and humidity variations may cause 
fluctuations to the attenuation in the signal path. Due to the above reasons, the far-field range 
is suitable for measuring only very small antennas at submillimeter wavelengths. 

2.3 Near-Field Technique 

In the near-field measurements, the electrical field is first probed close to the antenna under 
test. The far-field characteristics of the AUT are then computed from the measured near-field 
data [17]. The electrical field is probed on a plane, on a cylinder, or on a sphere. The field can 
also be probed on an elliptic cylinder, on a parabolic cylinder, or on a sphere in conical 
surface coordinates, but these geometries are mechanically more difficult to achieve. The 
antenna pattern can be calculated only in the directions, where the probed surface entirely 
covers the AUT. Therefore the spherical near-field scanning is the only generally used 
geometry that provides full information about the antenna pattern, although it would be 
possible to use other geometries such as, e.g., cubic near-field scanning. However, the planar 
scanning is preferred when measuring directive antennas. Commonly planar scanning is done 
in rectangular coordinates, but plane-polar and bi-polar geometries can be used as well [18], 
[19]. 

In order to prevent spatial aliasing, the spatial sampling interval has to be dense enough. The 

fundamental sampling interval for planar-rectangular scanning is 2/λ . If the antenna pattern 
is calculated only in a certain restricted angular region, a larger sampling interval may be 
used. In that case the probe antenna has to be chosen properly to filter out the aliasing field 
components. The effect of the probe antenna is usually taken into account in the near-field to 
far-field transformation. For planar-rectangular sampling the probe corrected antenna pattern 
is calculated from 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
∫ ∫
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where xk , yk  and zk  are the x-, y-, and z-components of the wave vector k
r

, ( )yx kkR ,  is the 

antenna pattern of the probe and ( )0,, zyxENF  is the near-field of the antenna at the distance 

of 0z  [17]. The transformation can be effectively performed with the fast Fourier transform 

(FFT) algorithm. The computing time with the FFT is proportional to NN 2

2 log , where N  is 

the number of sample points. 

There are several challenges with near-field measurements at submillimeter wavelengths. The 
non-planarity of the scanner introduces phase errors to the measured near-field. General 

criterion for the scanner planarity is 100/λ . The planarity requirement may be mitigated by 
measuring the position of the probe and correcting the measured phase respectively [20] or by 
using a servomechanism to adjust the probe position accurately. 

Another challenge is the RF cables, which flex during scanning. The electrical length of the 
cable changes when the cable is flexed, and therefore also the phase of the measured field is 
changed. Several techniques for measuring the phase error caused by the cable flexing are 
introduced in [21]. In [22], Säily et al. introduce a system for measuring and correcting the 
phase errors due to cable flexing. Error and uncertainty analysis for the planar near-field 
measurements is presented in [23]. 

Near-field measurement times may be very long because a very large number of the near-field 
samples is required for characterizing a large submillimeter wave antenna. For example, about 
36 million samples are needed for 1.5 x 1.5 m2 scanning area at 600 GHz (satisfying the 

fundamental sampling criterion of 2/λ ). The complete scanning of such an area would take 
21 days at the sampling rate of 20 samples per second. This sets high stability requirements 
for the measurement instruments. 

Despite these challenges, near-field measurements are performed at relatively high 
frequencies. For example, near-field measurement of a 1.6-m antenna at 650 GHz is reported 
in [24]. The scanning area is 2.4 by 2.4 m2 and the measured scanner rms planarity is 4 � m. 
Another near-field measurement at 550 GHz is reported in [25]. 

2.3.1 Modulated Scattering Technique 

The antenna pattern of the AUT can be potentially measured faster with the modulated 
scattering technique (MST) [26], than with the conventional near-field probing. The MST 
employs an array of scattering probes instead of one mechanically moved probe. The near-
field of the AUT is obtained by measuring the AUT response to the different scattering 
probes. The array of scattering probes is illuminated with the AUT in a monostatic case or 
with an auxiliary antenna in a bistatic case. The MST has been demonstrated at microwave 
frequencies. 

2.3.2 Holographic and Phase Retrieval Techniques 

Some challenges related to the near-field phase measurements can be avoided by exploiting 
holographic or phase retrieval techniques. In these techniques, the phase data is obtained 
indirectly from the measured amplitude data. In Gabor holography, the field produced by the 
AUT is interfered with an accurately known reference signal and the field produced by the 
AUT is obtained by subtracting the reference field from the measured interference amplitude 
data. Holographic testing of terahertz antennas is numerically studied in [27]. 
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Another possibility to obtain the phase from the amplitude data is to exploit iterative phase 
retrieval algorithms, such as plane-to-plane diffraction algorithm [28] or conjugate-gradient 
method [29], [30]. The methods utilize amplitude data measured on two adjacent planes with 
sufficient separation [29], amplitude data measured with two dissimilar probes [30] or 
amplitude data with a priori information about the AUT [31]. Experimental tests of the 
algorithms at microwave frequencies are introduced in [28], [29], [32], and [33]. The 
feasibilities of the plane-to-plane diffraction algorithm and the conjugate-gradient method 
have been verified at submillimeter wavelengths and a combined algorithm is proposed for 
accelerated convergence in [8]. 

Most of the phase retrieval algorithms require two sets of near-field data. Therefore these 
techniques do not seem attractive for measuring large submillimeter antennas whose near-
field scanning is very time-consuming. 

2.4 Defocusing Technique 

Usually antennas are focused at infinity, and therefore the antenna pattern measurement must 
be performed in the far-field defined by (2.1). However, a reflector antenna may be 
approximately defocused at a specific distance instead of infinity by displacing its feed. Then 
the antenna pattern measurement can be performed relatively close to the AUT [34] (Figure 
2.2). 

l

22D
R <<

l

22 D
R =

 

Fig. 2.2. The principle of the defocusing technique [14]. 

A parabolic mirror can not be focused exactly at a point at finite distance, but an elliptical 
mirror would be needed for that. Because the parabolic surface deviates from the elliptical 
one, there exists phase aberration, i.e., the path lengths from one focal point to another are not 
equal. Due to the phase aberration, the antenna pattern of the defocused reflector slightly 
differs from the antenna pattern focused at infinity and mathematical manipulation is needed 
for obtaining the true pattern from the defocused pattern. The defocusing technique is not 
suitable for all antennas, as there must be a possibility to move the antenna feed. The 
defocusing technique has been proposed as a potential measurement technique at THz 
frequencies [14], but no measurements at submillimeter wavelengths or higher frequencies are 
published. 
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2.5 Combined Physical and Mechanical Measurements 

It is suggested, that terahertz antennas could be characterized by a combination of physical 
and electrical measurements [14]. The characterization is done with a simulation model, 
which consists of a physically measured reflector surface shape and an electrically measured 
antenna feed pattern. The shape of the reflector is measured either mechanically or optically. 
Mechanical machines may achieve accuracies up to 2 – 5 � m, peak-to-peak, for 2 – 3 m 
antenna structures [35]. The distance repeatability of optical devices is few micrometers and 
the angular repeatability is approximately 20 � m for a 2-meter object [36]. 

Both the amplitude and the phase pattern of the antenna feed have to be measured. In 
addition, the location of the physical phase center and the alignment of the feed with respect 
to the reflector have to be accurately known. As the feed is electrically relatively small, it can 
be measured for example in a far-field range. 

There are several challenges with this method. First of all, it is difficult to take multiple 
reflections into account in the simulation model. Another challenge is to physically measure 
the position of the phase center and the alignment of the feed accurately enough. Thirdly, a 
very large number of physical measurement points is needed to precisely model the reflector 
surface. Usually the number of the measurement points is so small that the antenna radiation 
can be predicted only in a narrow angular region. In addition, this method can not be regarded 
as reliable antenna characterization technique as the electrical end-to-end techniques. 

Antenna characterizations based on physical measurements are described in [37], and [38]. 
Both antennas are 1.5 meter in diameter and their operations have been simulated at 100 GHz 
and 503 GHz, respectively. 

2.6 Compact Antenna Test Ranges 

In a compact antenna test range (CATR), a plane wave field used for antenna testing is 
generated with a lens, a reflector, or a hologram. The antenna pattern of the AUT is measured 
by rotating the antenna under test in the plane wave. The advantage of the compact range is 
that the plane wave conditions needed for antenna testing can be generated in a short distance. 
A compact antenna test range can be placed in a controlled environment and most of the 
challenges that are related to atmospheric issues can be avoided. 

2.6.1 Reflector-Based CATR 

The reflector-based CATR was introduced in the 1960’s by Johnson [39]. Nowadays reflector 
CATRs are widely used for antenna and radar cross section (RCS) measurements up to 200 
GHz. A typical reflector-based CATR is shown in Figure 2.3. 

Reflector-based CATRs are generally based on one or two offset reflectors. Dual reflector 
CATR is typically based on a parabolic main reflector and an elliptic subreflector, but it can 
also be based on two parabolic cylindrical mirrors or on two shaped reflectors. 

The lowest operation frequency of the reflector is limited by the edge diffraction, whereas the 
highest operation frequency is limited by the surface accuracy of the reflector [40]. The 
deviations of the reflector surface from the ideal surface cause phase errors to the reflected 

field. Usually a surface accuracy of 100/λ  is required [40]. 
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Fig. 2.3. A geometry of a CATR based on a single offset reflector. 

The quiet-zone size is limited by the edge diffraction of the reflector. The edge diffraction is 
generally decreased by applying edge serrations, rolling the edges of the reflector [41], [42] or 
using a resistive film in the edges of the reflector [43]. Edge diffraction effects may also be 
decreased by using a dual-reflector feed system for shaping the reflector illumination [44]-
[46]. The quiet-zone size is typically 30 % of the main reflector size in single reflector 
CATRs. Dual reflector CATRs enable a larger quiet-zone, up to 70 % of the main reflector 
size. 

In a single reflector CATR, the cross-polarization level may be too high for measuring low 
cross-polarization antennas. A dual reflector CATR can be designed so that the reflectors do 
not cause cross-polarization. This type of cross-polarization free range is called a 
compensated compact range (CCR). 

The main challenge of reflector-based CATRs at submillimeter wavelengths is the required 

reflector surface accuracy. For example, the surface accuracy requirement is 5 mµ  at 600 GHz 

for random distortions. The accuracy should be even better than that if the surface distortion is 
periodic. Large reflectors need to be assembled from several panels, and the alignment of the 
panels within the required accuracy is very challenging. Practical measurements of a 1.5-m 
antenna in a reflector-based CATR at 203, 322, and 503 GHz are described in [38]. 

2.6.2 Semi-CATRs 

In a semi-compact antenna test range, the response of the AUT to a cylindrical wave front is 
measured [47]. The antenna response to a plane wave is then calculated using a Fourier 
transform. The cylindrical wave is generated with a parabolic reflector, which is curved in one 
dimension only. 

It is suggested in [48], that the antenna pattern is measured closer to the AUT than is required 
by the general far-field criterion in (2.1). As the test zone field can be deduced from the range 
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distance, the measured antenna pattern can be corrected for the finite measurement distance. 
These techniques have not been used at submillimeter wavelengths. 

2.6.3 Lens-Based CATR 

In a lens-based CATR, the plane wave needed for antenna testing is generated with a 
dielectric lens [49], [50]. Geometry of a lens-based CATR is shown in Figure 2.4. 
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Fig. 2.4. A geometry of a lens-based CATR. 

The lens surface is shaped from one side or from both sides. Two shaped surfaces allow 
modulating both the amplitude and the phase of the transmitted field, whereas one shaped 
surface can be used to modulate only one of those, usually the phase. The main advantage of a 
lens over a reflector as a collimating element is the lower surface accuracy requirement 

(relaxed with a factor of ( )1/2 −rε ). Low relative permittivity of the lens enables low 

surface accuracy requirement. The drawback is that the lower is the relative permittivity the 
thicker is the lens. 

The edge diffraction effects of the lens can be decreased by inserting a serrated metal sheet on 
the reflector surface [51]. Another theoretical possibility is to modulate the amplitude by 
controlling the loss of the lens material. The main challenges of lens-based CATRs are related 
to the lens material. It is difficult to find sufficiently homogeneous and low-loss material that 
is easy to shape. Lens-based CATRs have not been used at submillimeter wavelengths. 

2.6.4 Hologram-Based CATR 

In a hologram-based CATR, a hologram is used as a collimating element [52], Figure 2.5. 
Usually a transmission-type amplitude hologram is used as a collimating element, but it can 
also be a reflection-type amplitude hologram [1], a transmission-type phase hologram [2] or a 
reflection-type phase hologram [3]. Amplitude holograms consist of a diffractive grating, 
which transform incident spherical wave front into a plane wave. Holograms can also be used 
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for producing other field distributions than plane waves, such as Bessel beams or 
electromagnetic vortices [2], [4]. The binary hologram grating pattern is generated with a 
computer and the hologram is manufactured by etching the grating pattern on a copper-plated 
Mylar-film. The film is stretched on a frame in order to achieve a good planarity. 
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Fig. 2.5. A geometry of a CATR based on a transmission-type hologram. 

The advantages of a hologram over a reflector as a collimating element are that a hologram is 
less expensive and it potentially produces a better quiet-zone. The accuracy requirement of 

the hologram pattern ( λ02.001.0 − , [53]) is equal to the accuracy requirement of the reflector 
surface. However, manufacturing of the hologram pattern may be more accurate since 
conventional printed circuit techniques can be used instead of mechanical milling of the 
reflector surface. Due to this manufacturing technology, a hologram is inexpensive compared 
to a reflector. As a planar structure, hologram is also light weight and therefore a hologram-
based CATR can be constructed at the site of the antenna under test. In addition, the hologram 
can modulate both the amplitude and the phase of the transmitted field, and therefore the edge 
diffraction of a hologram can be controlled better than that of a reflector. 

A hologram is a dispersive element, which is designed to operate at a certain frequency. 
Therefore, holograms have a relatively narrow bandwidth, generally 5-10 % [53]. In order to 
prevent unwanted diffraction modes from disturbing the quiet-zone field, the plane wave 

generated by the hologram is usually designed to leave the hologram under an angle of °33 . 
Due to this offset angle, the hologram causes cross-polarization, as does an offset reflector as 
well. In addition, the hologram pattern of an amplitude hologram consists of curved vertical 
slots on metal. As the transmission of the slot depends on the polarization, the hologram 
operation can be optimized at one linear polarization only. However, the hologram can be 
used at both polarizations by employing a dual reflector feed system [54]. The hologram 
basically modulates the incident field by removing parts of it. Therefore the efficiency of the 
hologram (received/transmitted power ratio) is relatively low, generally –10 dB. 
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A hologram-based CATR has been extensively studied for characterizing a large 
submillimeter wave antenna. A quiet-zone testing of a hologram CATR at 322 GHz is 
presented in [5] and measurements of a 1.5-m antenna in the same CATR are presented in 
[P1], [6]. Antenna pattern measurement of Swedish Odin-telescope at 119 GHz in a hologram 
CATR is reported in [55]. The hologram operation at 650 GHz has been demonstrated in [56]. 

2.6.5 Radar Cross-Section Measurements 

It is suggested in [57] that an antenna pattern of a submillimeter wave antenna could be 
measured with a radar cross-section measurements in a compact antenna test range [58]. In 
this technique, a radar cross-section of the AUT is measured with different input impedances 
of the AUT. The advantages of this technique are that no gain standard or disturbing feed 
lines are needed. A disadvantage of the method as compared to a one-way measurement is a 
decreased dynamic range, and therefore this method is suitable for measuring only the main 
beam of high-gain antennas. 

2.7 Antenna Diagnostic 

The performance of a submillimeter reflector antenna is usually limited by its reflector surface 
accuracy. Large reflectors are generally assembled from several rigid panels. In such a case, 
the antenna operation may be enhanced by improving the alignment of the surface panels. As 
the deviations from the ideal parabolic surface of the reflector introduce phase variations to 
the antenna aperture field, the panel alignment can be determined from the antenna aperture 
field. In the near-field measurements, the surface deviations of the reflector from the ideal 
parabolic surface are readily seen in the measured phase front. The aperture field of the 
antenna can be obtained from the far-field pattern as well using inverse Fourier-transform. 
This is sometimes called a holographic technique, as both the amplitude and phase of the far-
field pattern are needed [59]. The aperture field of the antenna can also be calculated from the 
measured far-field pattern if a priori information about the antenna is available [60]. A 
holographic diagnostic of a 12-m millimeter-wave antenna is presented in [61]. 
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3 Antenna Pattern Correction and Stray Signal Imaging 
Techniques 

The measurement accuracy of a compact antenna test range is limited by the level of the 
spurious signals. The level of the spurious signals compared to the level of the desired signal 
should be much lower than the measured side lobe level of the antenna under test. This 
condition is difficult to fulfill at submillimeter wavelengths. First of all, submillimeter wave 
antennas tend to be electrically very large and therefore they may have extremely low side 
lobes. In addition, a good quality plane wave, which is needed for the antenna testing is 
challenging to generate. At submillimeter wavelengths the plane wave quality is dominated 
by the surface accuracy of the collimating element of the CATR. Spurious signals may also be 
caused by the edge diffraction of the collimating element and the multiple reflections between 
the range collimating element and the antenna under test. 

To overcome these challenges, several antenna pattern correction techniques have been 
introduced. These techniques are able to partly compensate the effects of the spurious signals 
and thus also improve the measurement accuracy in an antenna test range. The techniques 
may be divided into three categories according to what additional information the correction 
is based on. The techniques in the first category utilize the measured quiet-zone field for 
pattern correction, the techniques in the second category employ the time- or frequency 
response of the test range, and the techniques in the third category are based on the spatial 
response of the test range. A review of antenna pattern correction techniques is presented in 
[P2]. This Chapter presents techniques from each category and discusses their suitability at 
submillimeter wavelengths. In addition, stray signal imaging techniques that can be used to 
map and mitigate stray signals in antenna test ranges are presented in the end of this Chapter. 

3.1 Techniques Utilizing the Measured Quiet-Zone Field 

3.1.1 Deconvolution Technique 

The true antenna pattern of the AUT can be calculated from the measured pattern if the quiet-
zone field is known [62], [63]. The quiet-zone field may be measured either by measuring the 
antenna pattern of an accurately known reference antenna in the quiet-zone field or by 
probing the quiet-zone field with a small probe antenna. Let us first consider the method with 

a reference antenna. A reference antenna, whose true antenna pattern is ( )θP , is measured in 

a test range, whose plane wave spectrum is ( )θS . The measured antenna pattern is 

 ( ) ( ) ( )θθθ SPD ⊗= , (3.1) 

where ⊗  indicates a convolution process. Similarly, if the antenna under test, whose true 

antenna pattern is ( )θA , is measured in the same test range, the measured antenna pattern is 

 ( ) ( ) ( )θθθ SAF ⊗= . (3.2) 

The true antenna pattern of the AUT can be solved from (3.1) and (3.2) by using 
deconvolution. 

Let us next consider the deconvolution method with a probed quiet-zone field. The measured 
antenna pattern can be calculated from 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
∫

−⋅= dxexExEF
xjk

QZAUT
x θθ , (3.3) 

where ( )xEAUT  is the aperture field of the antenna under test, ( )xEQZ  is the quiet-zone field 

and ( )θxk  is the x-component of the wave vector as a function of the horizontal angle θ . For 

simplicity, the previous formula is presented for one-dimensional case, the extension to two-
dimensional case being straightforward. The true antenna pattern can be calculated from the 
aperture field of the AUT, which is first solved from (3.3). The deconvolution technique has 
been demonstrated at 12 GHz [64]. 

3.1.2 Other Techniques 

Other techniques, which utilize information about the quiet-zone field, are presented in [65], 
[66]. In these techniques, the quiet-zone field is probed on a sphere enclosing the test object. 
The effect of a non-ideal quiet-zone field is numerically removed from the measured antenna 
pattern of the AUT. These techniques have been demonstrated at 9.33 GHz. 

3.2 Time and Frequency Techniques 

The correction techniques of this category utilize time or frequency response of the antenna 
test range, i.e., the time or frequency response of the AUT in the test site is measured. Time 
and frequency responses contain the same information, and therefore time and frequency 
techniques share the same principle. These techniques separate multipath signals from each 
other according to time delay (time-domain) or different phase change (frequency domain) 
due to different signal path lengths. The frequency shift technique, time gating, matrix-pencil 
method, Gabor transform method, and channel equalization methods fall in to this category. 

3.2.1 Frequency Shift Technique 

In the frequency shift technique, the antenna pattern is measured several times at different 
frequencies [67]. As the path lengths of the direct signal and reflected signals differ, the 
reflected signals are added in different phase to the direct signal at each frequency. The 
reflectivity level of the test range can be determined from the variations between the 
measured signals and the corrected antenna pattern is obtained by averaging the measured 
signals at different frequencies. It is assumed that the characteristics of the antenna under test 
and the measurement equipment remain unchanged in the whole frequency band. 

3.2.2 Time Gating 

In the time gating, the range feed transmits a short pulse. If the path lengths of the direct and 
spurious signals differ, the signals have different delay when arriving at the receiver. The 
multipath signal components are solved in time domain. The principle of the time gating 
system is presented in Figure 3.1. 

The gating system may be soft or hard. In the soft gating, the measurements are performed in 
the frequency domain and the time domain data are obtained via inverse Fourier-transform. 
The hard gating is based on time domain measurements. An implementation of the time 
gating at microwave frequencies is presented in [68]. 
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Fig. 3.1. The spurious signals are gated out using a fast switch in the time gating. 

In order to separate multipath signals from each others, the pulse length should be smaller 
than the arrival time differences due to path length differences between the multipath 
components. The smaller is the pulse length the better is the spatial resolution and thus also 
the correction accuracy. However, the pulse width is limited by the bandwidth of the 
equipment and the antenna under test. The shorter is the pulse the larger is its bandwidth. In 
the hard gating, the pulse repetition rate has to be small enough, so that the reflections 
between adjacent measurements do not mix. In the soft gating, the pulse repetition rate is 
determined by the frequency interval, which has to be small enough. 

3.2.3 Matrix-Pencil Method 

The matrix-pencil method can be used for range evaluation [69] and antenna pattern 
correction [70]. Instead of the Fourier transform, this technique utilizes the matrix-pencil 
method [71] for obtaining the time response of the measured frequency response. The 
advantage with the matrix-pencil method over the Fourier transform is potentially more 
accurate estimate of spurious signal parameters. The technique is demonstrated below 1 GHz 
frequency. 

The matrix-pencil method is briefly reviewed in the following. Let us consider an antenna 
pattern measurement in an antenna test range with multipath propagation. The received signal 
at one antenna rotation angle consists of a direct signal and spurious signals and its frequency 
response is given as: 

 ( ) ( )∑
=

+=
M

i

fcdj

i
iieafS

1

/2πα , (3.4) 

where ia  are the amplitudes, iα  are the damping factors, and id  are the path lengths of the 

multipath signals, M  is the number of the signals and c  is the speed of light. The 

measurement is done at N  frequency points 1,...,1,0, −=∆= Nkfkf k  and thus (3.4) can 

be written as: 
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The iz ’s are solved from the equation 

 { } 021 =−+

iiz vIYY , (3.6) 

where I  is an identity matrix, iv  is the eigenvector of equation 012 =− YY iz , + denotes the 

pseudo-inverse, and 1Y  and 2Y  are given as 
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where L  is a free parameter (in presence of noise, 2/NL =  gives optimal results). After 

solving iz ’s, the amplitude coefficients are solved from 
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3.2.4 Other Techniques 

Fourestie et. al have also presented a method, in which the multipath signal parameters are 
solved from the measured frequency response using oversampled Gabor transform [72]. The 
performance of this method is shown to be better than that of the matrix-pencil method. Also 
this technique has been demonstrated below 1 GHz frequency. 

In the technique based on channel equalization, the response of the AUT to a special time 
domain sequence is measured at each angle [73]. Due to multipath propagation in the test 
range, the received sequence differs from the transmitted one. A channel model of tapped 
delay lines is created by comparing the received and the transmitted sequences. Finally the 
measured pattern is corrected with an adaptive equalizer, which compensates the multipath 
effects. 

3.3 Spatial Techniques 

The techniques in this category utilize spatial response of the antenna test range. These 
techniques separate the spurious signals from the direct signal according to their different 
spatial frequencies. These techniques include the antenna pattern comparison (APC), feed 
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scanning based APC, novel antenna pattern comparison (NAPC), virtual array, and adaptive 
array strategy. 

3.3.1 Antenna Pattern Comparison 

Originally, the antenna pattern comparison technique is used for determining the reflectivity 
level of an anechoic chamber [74], but the method can also be used for antenna pattern 
correction. Let us consider a compact antenna test range, where the quiet-zone field consists 
of a direct signal and of a reflected spurious signal (Figure 3.2). 
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Fig. 3.2. A compact antenna test range with a direct signal and a reflected signal. 
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Fig. 3.3. Different phase change of the direct and the reflected signal in the APC technique. 
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In the APC technique, the antenna pattern of the antenna under test is measured several times 
at different positions in the quiet-zone. In each point, the received signal is a vector sum of 
the direct and the reflected signal. As the spatial frequencies of the direct and reflected signals 
differ, they are added in different phase at each measurement point (Figure 3.3). 

The corrected antenna pattern can be obtained for example by averaging the measured signals 
in each antenna rotation angle. The reflectivity level of the test range can be calculated from 
the variations between the measured antenna patterns. 

3.3.2 Virtual Array 

It is assumed in the virtual array method that when measuring the antenna pattern of a 
directive antenna, the received signal at each measurement angle is a vector sum of the 
desired signal and one dominating stray signal. The desired signal is received through a side 
lobe of the antenna under test, whereas the dominating stray signal is received through the 
high-gain main beam. In the virtual array method, the antenna pattern is measured twice at 
different positions in the quiet-zone [75]. The antenna is kept in place during the first 
measurement, whereas it is displaced as a function of the rotation angle during the second 
measurement. The displacement in the second measurement is adjusted such that the relative 
phase difference between the desired signal and the stray signal is changed by 180°. The 
corrected antenna pattern is then obtained by adding the measured signals such that the 
desired signals add in phase whereas the stray signals add out of phase. Effectively, at each 
rotation angle, the measurement points form a virtual antenna array, whose array factor has a 
peak in the direction of the desired signal and a null in the main beam direction. In his paper, 
Mitchell suggests that for improved performance three or four measurement positions should 
be used instead of two [76]. 

The virtual array method is shortly described in the following. The corrected antenna pattern 
is calculated from 

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]θθθ FgFFc

~

2

1
+= , (3.10) 

where ( )θF  is the antenna pattern measured in place, g  is a complex phase factor and ( )θF
~

 

is the antenna pattern measured in a displaced position. If the antenna is displaced in a 

transverse direction to the desired signal, the complex phase factor is 1=g , and the 

displacement is 

 
θ

λ

sin2
=d , (3.11) 

where θ  is the rotation angle of the antenna. If the antenna is displaced laterally, the 
displacement is 

 
( )1cos2 −

=
θ

λ
d , (3.12) 

and the complex phase factor is 

 jkdeg −= , (3.13) 
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where k  is the wave number. The optimal displacement direction depends on the angular 
range of the antenna pattern which is being corrected. If the antenna pattern is corrected at 
small angles, i.e., close to the main beam, lateral displacement is more desirable. If the 
antenna pattern is corrected at large angles, transverse displacement is more attractive. The 
method has been demonstrated at 16 GHz. 

3.3.3 Novel Antenna Pattern Comparison 

In the novel antenna pattern comparison (NAPC) the complex antenna pattern (both 
amplitude and phase) of the antenna under test is measured several times at different known 
locations. The corrected pattern is obtained from the measured patterns using a circle fitting 
algorithm [77]. In this technique, it is assumed that in each point the received signal is a 
vector sum of the direct signal and the reflected spurious signal, as shown in Figure 3.3. The 
received vectors at each measurement positions are normalized so, that the direct signal 
components are in-phase, as shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

Fig. 3.4. The received signals are phased in the NAPC method so, that the direct signal 

components are in-phase. 

These normalized vectors span a circle, whose radius equals to the amplitude of the spurious 
signal and the center equals to the amplitude of the direct signal. Let us consider phase 

normalized measurement results imeasP ,  at one antenna rotation angle nθ  plotted on a complex 

plane over different measurement locations, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Fig. 3.5. Phase normalized measurement results at one antenna rotation angle plotted over 

different measurement locations. 
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The coordinates ix  and iy  are defined as: 
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In the NAPC method, a circle satisfying the following modified least squares error criterion, 
is fitted to the measurement results [78]: 
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The circle parameters A , B , and R  are solved from [78] 
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Practical issues on circle fitting in the NAPC method are discussed in [79]. The NAPC has 
been demonstrated with a 1.85-m diameter reflector antenna at 11.95 GHz [80] and with 2-m 
reflector antenna at 11.5 GHz [77]. 

3.3.4 Adaptive Array Correction Strategy 

The adaptive array correction strategy employs similar data as the NAPC. In this method, the 
MUSIC algorithm is used at each antenna pointing angle to find the directions of the spurious 
signals. Then an array is formed, that has nulls towards spurious signals and high directivity 
toward the direct signal [81]. The method is shortly described in the following. 

Let us consider a linear array of M  equispaced isotropic elements. The received signal at the 

ith element consists of MK <  plane waves and noise in  as: 
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where kθ  is the direction-of-arrival of the kth plane wave, ka  is the amplitude of the kth plane 

wave, kψ  is the phase of the kth plane wave, and d  is the interelement distance. 

All signals in an antenna test range usually derive from the range feed and therefore the 
signals are correlated. The superresolution techniques assume uncorrelated signals and 
therefore the measured signals are numerically uncorrelated by using a spatial smoothing. The 
smoothing is done by dividing the array of M  elements into overlapping subarrays of 

),( KPKLL ≥<  elements [82]. The output data are arranged as: 
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where pg  are real weighting constants. The singular value decomposition of X  is 

 *
VUX Σ= , (3.21) 

where [ ]LuuuU ,...,, 21=  is a matrix whose columns are the left singular vectors of the matrix 

X , [ ]LvvvV ,...,, 21=  is a matrix whose columns are the right singular vectors, * denotes the 

conjugate transpose, and Σ  is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values of X  in 

ascending order. The noise subspace of X  is given as [ ]LKKN uuuE ,...,, 21 ++= , and the 

angular spectrum of the signals are estimated with 
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where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]λθπλθπλθπθ /sin2)1(/sin22/sin2 ,...,,,1 djLdjdj eee −=a  is the steering vector. The direction-

of-arrival of the signals are indicated by the peaks of the ( )θH . 

For filtering the interference signals out, it is required that 

 0* =wH , (3.23) 

where ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]Kθθθ aaaH ,...,, 32=  and w  is the weighting vector of the array. The right 

singular vectors associated to singular values of the *H  having zero value ( MKK vvv ,...,, 1+ ) 

form the nullspace of *H . The vectors are grouped as ( )MKK vvvT ,...,, 1+=  and therefore 

( ) ( ) 0
*

=θaTy  in Kθθθθ ,...,, 32=  for any vector y . The element giving maximum directivity 

in the direction of the desired signal is chosen by solving 
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where ( ) ( )∫=
π

θθθπ
4

*4/1 daaB . Finally the weights are normalized such, that the directivity 

of the array remains constant to the desired signal direction. The method has been 
demonstrated at the X-band (8 – 12 GHz). 

3.4 Discussion on Antenna Pattern Correction Techniques 

The techniques employing the measured quiet-zone field do not seem practical at 
submillimeter wavelengths due to their challenging implementation. There are available no 
large reference antennas that could be used in the deconvolution. The quiet-zone field probing 
is possible with a near-field scanner, but it is still as challenging as a complete near-field 
measurement of the AUT, and therefore it would be practical to perform the near-field 
measurement alone. A quiet-zone field probing on a sphere enclosing the antenna under test 
seems to be very challenging or even impossible at submillimeter wavelengths. 

Most of the time and frequency techniques seem practical at submillimeter wavelengths. Only 
a possibility to change the frequency is needed. The frequency shift technique is the simplest, 
in which the antenna pattern measurement needs to be performed at least at two different 
frequencies. Other more sophisticated techniques require that the frequency can be swept. The 
measurement time with these methods does not increase significantly if different frequencies 
can be measured fast with a network analyzer. In addition, the spatial resolution (and the 
correction accuracy) of these techniques depends on the bandwidth. Even large bandwidths 
are relatively small at submillimeter wavelengths as compared to that of microwave 
frequencies. 

Implementing of the hard gating may be problematic, as a fast RF switch is needed. 
Implementing of the channel equalization method requires a possibility to modulate the 
signal. This may be problematic at submillimeter wavelengths. 

The APC method seems as a suitable correction technique at submillimeter wavelengths. The 
method is relatively simple to implement. Only a translation stage is needed for moving the 
combination of the antenna under test and the antenna rotation stage. Other spatial techniques 
require more sophisticated translation stage. In the NAPC and adaptive array strategy the 
position of the AUT need to be known accurately (with an accuracy of approximately 

100/λ ). The most sophisticated antenna positioner is required when implementing the virtual 
array method. The antenna positioner must be able to displace the antenna as a function of the 
rotation angle. At submillimeter wavelengths this method does not seem practical. The 
submillimeter wave antennas are potentially very heavy and the displacement accuracy 
requirement is high because of the small wavelength. However, the NAPC and the adaptive 
array strategy seem realizable, because the antenna translation stage does not need to be 
accurate. Only the position of the AUT needs to be measured accurately. This could be done 
with a laser interferometer, for example. 

The adaptive array strategy is potentially sensitive to interference signals originating from the 
near-field of the array, as the MUSIC algorithm is used for detecting the interference signals. 
The far-field conditions can be assumed in antenna ranges at microwave frequencies, but they 
are not likely satisfied at submillimeter wavelengths. The NAPC suffers from the near-field 
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conditions as well. As the amplitude of the spurious signal is not constant, the received 
signals do not span a circle when plotted over several positions. 

The drawback with the spatial techniques as compared to time or frequency techniques is that 
the measurement time is increased significantly, because a mechanical movement is required 
instead of sweeping the frequency. 

3.5 Stray Signal Imaging 

A test-zone field of a far-field or a compact range is generally probed in order to verify that 
the field meets certain specifications. In addition to the field verification, this probe data can 
be used to image stray signals in the range. After the stray signals are located, the range can 
be modified to remove the stray signals and the measurement procedure can be designed to 
minimize the effects of the stray signals. 

Most of the techniques are developed for microwave frequencies and they are not directly 
suitable at submillimeter wavelengths. For example, far-field (i.e. plane wave) conditions are 
assumed in all direction-of-arrival techniques. Most of the techniques are reviewed in [83]. 

3.5.1 Direction-of-Arrival Techniques 

In the direction-of-arrival (DOA) techniques, the plane wave spectrum is calculated from the 
field probe data. The highest peak in the plane wave spectrum represents the desired planar 
wave front whereas other peaks are caused by spurious signals. The scatterers are then located 
according to the directions of the spurious signals in the plane wave spectrum. 

The plane wave spectrum can be obtained with the Fourier transform or with superresolution 
techniques [84], [85], such as MUSIC (Multiple Signal Classification) [86]. The Fourier-
transform technique is simpler and more robust than the superresolution techniques, but it 
may have lower angular resolution and worse detection of the spurious signals. 
Superresolution techniques assume that all signals are uncorrelated with each other. Usually 
all spurious signals are originated from the range transmitter, and therefore all signals are 
correlated. This problem can be mitigated by using a pre-whitening procedure, in which the 
correlated signals are numerically uncorrelated [84]. This is done with a cost of decreased 
angular resolution. 

Direction-of-arrival techniques assume plane wave conditions, i.e., the scatterers are in the 
far-field of the test-zone scanner. At high frequencies this condition is usually not met. For 
example, the far field distance for a 1 m scanning area at 300 GHz is 2 kilometers. Especially 
superresolution techniques can handle poorly these non-idealities. To avoid these problems, 
the field probe data can be divided into smaller areas so that the far-field condition is 
satisfied. 

In the papers [P6] and [5], a practical exploitation of the Fourier-transform method for stray 
signal imaging at submillimeter wavelengths is described. The papers describe a measurement 
campaign of a 1.5 meter antenna at 322 GHz in a hologram-based CATR. The quiet-zone 
field was probed with a plane-polar scanner prior to antenna tests. The plane wave spectrum, 
which was calculated from the measured quiet-zone field, indicated a stray signal arriving 
approximately from the direction of 8° in the horizontal plane. The effect of the stray signal 
was also found in the antenna pattern measurements. 
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3.5.2 Near-Field Focusing 

In the near-field focusing, the phase of the measured data is adjusted to focus the measured 
field at a given point in the image domain [83]. The maxima in the image domain represent 
the scatterers. The near-field focusing is able to locate sources which scatter a spherical wave 
front. Because the quiet-zone field is mainly planar, it does not focus at a single spot, and thus 
the image caused by the planar wave front may conceal weak scattering objects. The near-
field focusing technique may be improved by subtracting the planar wave front from the 
probed field data. Planar wave front subtraction techniques are discussed in Section 3.5.3. The 
near-field focusing might be a suitable technique at submillimeter wavelengths as the far-field 
condition is not assumed. 

3.5.3 Planar Wavefront Estimation 

In the direction-of-arrival techniques, the finite length of the probe data causes side lobes to 
the plane wave spectrum. These side lobes may conceal weak stray signals. Also the near-
field focusing suffers from the presence of a strong direct signal. Several techniques have 
been introduced for improving the performance of the stray signal imaging techniques by 
subtracting the direct signal from the field probe data. The direct signal can be cancelled from 
the field probe data for example by using a probe with a null in the broadside direction or 
applying numerical spatial filters [87]. One possibility is to measure the field probe data on 
two planes with half a wavelength separation. As the data on both planes are added point 
wise, the direct signal component is cancelled out [88]. 

3.5.4 Techniques in Time Domain 

Stray signal information in the time domain is useful if the path length of the stray signal 
differs from the path length of the direct signal. In such a case, the stray signals can be imaged 
due to their different times-of-arrival. If the time domain response is calculated for each probe 
position, the signals received at each probe position can be identified. Another possibility is to 
use the direction-of-arrival estimation or near-field focusing in time domain. 

The time domain data can be obtained if the field probe data is recorded over a certain 
frequency band. When sweeping the frequency, the equipment should be calibrated in order to 
separate the frequency response of the equipment from the frequency response of the test 
range. A technique to calibrate the field probe data for the equipment using the desired planar 
wave front is introduced in [89]. 
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4 Correction Techniques Developed in the Thesis 

This Chapter presents four antenna pattern correction techniques that have been developed in 
this thesis. The techniques are the feed scanning based antenna pattern comparison, the 
frequency shift method for hologram-based CATRs, the adaptive array method, and the 
method for maximizing the signal-to-interference ratio. Each of these techniques is first 
briefly introduced and then the experimental and numerical methods for verifying these 
techniques are described. 

4.1 Frequency Shift Method for Hologram-Based CATRs 

The frequency shift technique (Section 3.2.1) was already introduced in the early era of 
anechoic chambers. At that time the method was used at low microwave frequencies, and it 
was not seen attractive due to its large relative bandwidth requirements. However, it is shown 
in [P3] and [9] that the method has high potential at submillimeter wavelengths, where the 
required bandwidth is relatively small. It is also shown in [P3] that the method has a great 
advantage in the hologram-based compact antenna test ranges. The method is able to partially 
compensate possible non-ideal operation of the hologram. 

4.1.1 Principle of the Frequency Shift Technique in a Hologram-Based 
CATR 

As a hologram is a dispersive element, its non-ideal operation, such as edge diffraction can be 
partially corrected with the frequency shift method. Let us consider a hologram-based CATR 
in Figure 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.1. A hologram-based CATR with a disturbance in the hologram pattern. 

There is a disturbance in the edge of the hologram pattern, which causes a spurious signal to 
the quiet-zone. As the hologram is a planar structure, the signal path length to the edge of the 
hologram is longer than that to the center of the hologram. Therefore the phases of the direct 
and spurious signals change differently with the frequency. This enables partial correction of 
the disturbances caused by the hologram. 
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4.1.2 Bandwidth Limitations 

A hologram is a dispersive element and therefore its bandwidth limitations need to be taken 
into account. The bandwidth of the hologram depends on the required quiet-zone field quality. 
By requiring the general far-field criterion (2.1), the relative bandwidth of the hologram can 
be calculated from 

 ( )FDFf
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where 0λ  is the wavelength at the center frequency, F  is the focal length of the hologram and 

D  is the diameter of the antenna under test. Changing the frequency also steers the direction 
of the plane wave produced by the hologram. The steered direction is given as 
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where 0xθ  is the original direction of the plane wave. The steering of the plane wave is 

usually so small, that it does not need to be considered. 

The bandwidth of the AUT should also be taken into account. Hologram CATRs are generally 
used to measure very broad band antennas, such as reflector or lens antennas. In these 
antennas, only the electrical size of the aperture changes with the frequency (assuming no 
multiple reflections inside the antenna). Therefore the antenna pattern of such an antenna is 
only scaled in the angular domain as a function of the frequency. The maximum shift in the 
antenna pattern should be much smaller than the width of a side lobe 
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where λ∆  is the change of the wavelength and maxα  is the maximum angle of the antenna 

pattern, where the correction is performed. For example, the angular shift at 10º is 15 % of the 
width of the side lobe, if the original frequency of 310 GHz is shifted 3.5 GHz and the 
antenna diameter is 76.2 mm. 

4.1.3 Correction Efficiency 

The correction efficiency of the frequency shift method depends on the used bandwidth. On 
the other hand, the bandwidth is usually limited by the hologram, and it is given in (4.1). The 
relative bandwidth of the hologram depends on the range geometry, the size of the AUT, and 
the center frequency. Usually it is possible to fully correct the effects of the spurious signals 
originating from the edges of the hologram and to partially correct the effects of the spurious 
signals originating closer from the hologram center. 

4.2 Feed Scanning Based APC 

As concluded in Section 3.4, the antenna pattern comparison is a potential antenna pattern 
correction technique at submillimeter wavelengths. When implementing the APC technique, 
there must be a possibility to move the combination of the antenna rotation stage and the 
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antenna under test. This may be challenging since high-gain submillimeter antennas are 
potentially extremely heavy. In the feed scanning APC, the light weight transmitter of a 
CATR is moved instead of the AUT. The feed scanning APC is first introduced in [10] and 
[P4]. The technique is also adopted in a commercial compact range [90]. 

4.2.1 Principle of the Method 

It is assumed in the feed scanning APC that all the spurious signals originate from the range 
feed antenna, i.e., no external signal sources are present. It is also assumed that the path 
length of the spurious signal differs from the path length of the straight signal. In that case, it 
is possible to cause a phase difference to the spurious signal by moving the transmitter. The 
principle of the method is presented in Figure 4.2. 
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Fig. 4.2. Different phase change of the desired plane wave and spurious signal in the feed 

scanning based APC method. In this figure the CATR collimating element is a hologram, but 

the same principle applies also in case of a reflector as the collimating element. 

In the feed scanning APC, the antenna pattern of the AUT is measured several times with 
different transmitter positions. As the path length of the spurious signal differs from the path 
length of the desired signal, the relative phase difference between the desired plane wave and 
spurious signal is different at each feed position. The effect of the spurious signal is 
compensated and the corrected pattern is obtained by averaging the measured patterns. 

This principle can be used to compensate the errors caused by standing waves between the 
transmitter and collimating element as well as errors caused by other spurious signals. The 
emphasis of this study is on the compensation of the errors caused by spurious signals other 
than the multiple reflections. 

4.2.2 Optimal Feed Displacement Interval and Range 

The angular range of the AUT, AUTΨ , in which the correction is performed, is first decided. 

The angular range is then projected to the feed via range walls and objects, in order to define 
the most harmful directions of the scatterers seen from the feed antenna (Figure 4.3). 
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Fig. 4.3. The angular range of the antenna pattern, where the correction is performed, is 

projected to the transmitter. The optimal feed displacements are calculated from the projected 

range. 

The optimal feed displacements are calculated from the angular range reflected to the feed 

feedΨ . The transversal interference period d  of two plane waves is 
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where λ  is the wavelength and ϕ  is the angle between the plane waves. In this case the angle 

ϕ  is the angle projected to the feed antenna. Basically, the largest angle ( feedΨmax ) defines 

the displacement interval and the smallest angle ( feedΨmin ) defines the displacement range. 

According to the Nyquist sampling theorem, the displacement interval should be less than one 
half of the smallest interference period. The displacement range depends on how many 
periods one wants to capture. Theoretically one period is enough to compensate the effect of 
the spurious signal. The displacement interval can be calculated from 
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Similarly, the displacement range can be calculated from 
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The required number of the measurements can be calculated from (4.5) and (4.6). Basically, 
the wider is the angular range to be corrected the more measurements are needed. The critical 
factor here is usually the minimum of the angular range. When the correction is performed at 
small angles, the required displacement range may be huge. However, the correction range 
does not need to cover the main beam, because the effect of the stray signals on the main 
beam measurement is small. 

4.2.3 Limitations to the Feed Displacement 

When the feed is displaced from the focus of the collimating element, certain things need to 
be considered. First of all, moving the feed transversally steers the plane wave produced by 
the collimating element. The steered direction can be calculated from 

 
0cos xF

d

θ
θ ≈∆ , (4.7) 

where d  is the feed displacement, F  is the focal length of the collimating element and 0xθ  is 

the original direction of the plane wave (Figure 4.2). The whole aperture of the AUT should 
remain in the quiet-zone when the feed is displaced. 

The feed displacement also changes the phase and the amplitude of the quiet-zone field. The 
phase variation from the linear phase slope behind the hologram caused by moving the feed 
can be calculated from 
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where x  is the coordinate on the hologram surface and λ  is the wavelength. The general 

criterion for the quiet-zone phase ( °± 5 ) should be fulfilled on the aperture of the AUT. 
Transversal movement of the feed changes also the hologram illumination. This results in a 
quiet-zone field with a slope in the amplitude. However, the change in the illumination can be 
mostly compensated by redirecting the feed towards the hologram (or reflector) center. 
Usually, this is not needed as the displacements are so small that the illumination remains 
practically unchanged. 

4.3 Adaptive Array Based Correction Technique 

In the adaptive array based pattern correction technique [P5], [11] the antenna pattern of the 
AUT is measured at several accurately known locations in the quiet-zone, as is done also in 
virtual array, NAPC, and adaptive array strategy presented in Chapter 3. The advantage of the 
adaptive array based technique over the previously developed techniques is that it potentially 
is not as sensitive to the far-field criterion, which is not usually met when measuring highly 
directive antennas. 

The adaptive array based correction technique is an iterative technique, which suits for 
compact and far-field ranges. The method fits best for measuring directive antennas, but it can 
be easily modified for measuring antennas with low directivity also. 
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4.3.1 Principle of the Method 

The antenna pattern measurements performed at different locations form a virtual antenna 
array at each rotation angle of the AUT, as shown in Fig. 4.4. 
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Fig. 4.4. A virtual array is formed when the antenna pattern of the AUT is measured at 

several locations in the quiet-zone. The figure is not to scale. 

The array pattern (the antenna pattern of the virtual array) at the AUT rotation angle of α  can 
be calculated from 

 ( ) ( ) ( )αθθθ −= AUTAFAP PPP , (4.9) 

where AFP  is the array factor and AUTP  is the antenna pattern of the AUT. In this method, the 

array factor is modulated at each antenna rotation angle such, that the array pattern has high 

directivity towards to desired signal arriving from the direction of °0  and high attenuation to 
other directions. 

4.3.2 Measurement Positions 

The angular range of the antenna pattern, in which the correction can be performed, depends 
on the measurement positions (or element locations of the array). For simplicity, only 
uniformly spaced measurement positions are considered here. The smallest angle, in which 

the correction can be performed depends on the displacement range ranged  whereas the largest 

angle depends on the displacement interval intd . The first null of the uniformly weighted 

array (with isotropic elements) occurs at 

rangerange
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which is approximately the smallest angle in which the correction can be performed. If the 

displacement interval does not satisfy the fundamental sampling criterion of 2/λ , the array 
factor has higher order grating lobes in the directions of 

,...3,2,1,arcsin ±== n
d

n

int

max

λ
θ  (4.11) 

The correction is not possible in these directions. 

4.3.3 Array Synthesis 

The array factors are synthesized by using the alternating projections method [91], [92]. The 
implementation described in [91] is based on Fourier-transform whereas the implementation 
described in [92] is based on matrix-inversion. The matrix-inversion approach is described in 
the following. 

A mask, i.e. the upper and lower limits uM  and lM , for the synthesized amplitude pattern of 

the array is first defined in the synthesis. The procedure for defining the mask is discussed 

later. The iteration begins from the initial guess for the element weights 0w . The 

corresponding array pattern is calculated with 
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or 

 GwP =AP , (4.13) 

where G  is the array response matrix, g  is the element pattern, k  is the wave number, ru  is 

the unit direction vector, and r  is the location vector. The element pattern is not known, but it 
is estimated as a uniform average of the measured patterns: 

 ( ) ∑
=

≈
N

n

rnAUTr P
N

g
1

, )(
1

uu , (4.14) 

where nAUTP ,  is the nth measured antenna pattern. A projector operator P  is then applied to 

the array pattern. The projector operator conserves the array pattern at the angles, in which the 
array pattern is within the mask, and replaces the array pattern with the limit values at angles, 
in which the array pattern exceed the limit values as 
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The limited array pattern is transformed back to the element weights by using pseudo-inverse 
of the array response matrix. The iteration formula for the array weights is 
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 ( ) nn GwGGGw P
*1*

1

−

+ = , (4.16) 

where * denotes complex conjugate transpose. The iteration is repeated a prescribed number 
of cycles or until a certain stopping criterion is fulfilled. 

4.3.4 Mask for the Synthesized Array Pattern 

The realizable limits for the array pattern depend on the antenna pattern of the AUT, the 
measurement positions of the AUT, and the number of the measurements. Therefore there is 
no simple rule for defining the limits, but the user should iteratively try what limits are 
realizable. The angular interference spectrum can be taken into account when defining the 
limits: More attenuation is applied to the directions of high interference than to the directions 
of low interference. The interference spectrum can be estimated from the measured antenna 
patterns for example as 

 ( ) ( )
2

,

1

, )(
1

max rnAUT

N

n

rnAUT
n

r PP
N

p uuu −= ∑
=

. (4.17) 

Equation (4.17) assumes that the deviations between the measured antenna patterns are 
caused by an interference signal arriving through the main beam. Therefore (4.17) holds best 
with highly directive antennas. 

4.4 Technique for Optimizing the Signal-to-Interference Ratio 

The technique for optimizing the signal-to-interference ratio employ antenna patterns 
measured at several accurately known positions in the quiet-zone [P6]. As the adaptive array 
technique, also this technique tolerates well spurious signals arriving from the near-field 
region. The advantage with this method over the adaptive array based method is an analytical 
solution, which theoretically provides better accuracy. The applicability of this method is 
similar to that of the adaptive array based technique: it suits best for measuring highly 
directive antennas in compact and far-field ranges, but it can be easily modified for measuring 
also antennas with low directivity. 

4.4.1 Theory 

Let us consider an antenna pattern measurement, which is repeated N  times at different 
locations, as shown in Figure 4.5. 

x
dw0

w2 w3 wN-1

è

w1  

Fig. 4.5. The antenna pattern measurement is repeated N times at different locations. 

Assume that the angular interference power spectrum is given by ( )θp , and that the desired 

plane wave arrives from the direction of 0=θ . The measurement positions are weighted with 
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complex weights nw  and they form a virtual antenna array, whose array factor can be 

calculated from 

 ( ) ∑
−

=

=
1

0

sin
N

n

jnkd

nAF ewP
θθ . (4.18) 

The array pattern of the array at the antenna rotation angle of α  is given as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )αθθθ −= AUTAFAP PPP , (4.19) 

where AUTP  is the antenna pattern of the AUT. The interference power received by the 

antenna array at the antenna rotation angle of α  is 
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which can be written as 

 ( ) ( )∫
−

=
π

π

θθαθθ dkdpPI efAF cos,
2

, (4.21) 

where ( )αθ ,efp  denotes the angular interference spectrum weighted with the shifted antenna 

pattern of the AUT. Let us define the spatial correlation coefficients for ( )αθ ,efp  as 

 ( ) ( ) θθαθ
π

α
π

π

θ
dkdepH

jlkd

efl ∫
−

= cos,
2

1 sin . (4.22) 

It is shown in [93], that the signal-to-interference ratio is maximized when the complex 

element weights nw  satisfy 

 1
1

0

=∑
−

=

−

N

m

mmn wH . (4.23) 

4.4.2 Method 

Both the angular interference power spectrum and the antenna pattern of the AUT are first 
estimated from the measured antenna patterns and then a more accurate estimate for the 
antenna pattern of the AUT is obtained using these first-order estimates. The antenna pattern 
of the AUT and the interference power spectrum are estimated using (4.14) and (4.17), 
respectively. The spatial correlation coefficients are then solved from (4.22) and the optimal 
weights from (4.23). The corrected antenna pattern is finally obtained from 
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4.5 Verification of the Methods 

The correction techniques developed in this thesis have been verified both with physical test 
antennas experimentally and with synthetic test antennas numerically. The tests with the 
physical test antenna verify the methods in a real environment. However, the antenna pattern 
of the physical test antenna is not exactly known, and therefore the correction accuracies of 
the methods can not be investigated. Because the antenna patterns of the synthetic test 
antennas are known, the accuracies provided by the methods can be compared with numerical 
simulations. The accuracies provided by each method are compared to that provided by the 
conventional APC. 

4.5.1 Experimental Verification of the Methods 

The methods are verified in a hologram-based CATR at 310 GHz. The focal length of the 
hologram is 1.8 m and the hologram diameter is 0.6 m. The hologram is illuminated with a 
corrugated horn. The transmitter is placed on a linear translation stage for optimizing the 
quiet-zone field and for moving the feed in the feed scanning APC. The hologram is a 
transmission-type amplitude hologram, which produces a plane wave propagating to an angle 

of °33  from the normal of the hologram surface. The quiet-zone field is optimized at the 
distance of 1.8 m from the hologram. A planar near-field scanner is used to probe the quiet-
zone field prior to antenna measurements and also for moving the antenna under test in 
antenna pattern correction techniques. A corrugated horn is used as a probe antenna and a 
vector network analyzer is employed in both the quiet-zone and antenna testing. The 
hologram operation is distorted for demonstration purposes by adding a vertical metal or 
plastic rods or strips behind the hologram. The hologram-based CATR is depicted in Figure 
4.6. 

  

a) b) 

Fig. 4.6. A) CATR from the transmitter side. B) CATR from the receiver side. 
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Two test antennas are manufactured for testing the antenna pattern correction techniques. The 
feed scanning based APC is tested with a dielectric-loaded flat reflector antenna [7] (Figure 
4.7). The antenna structure is based on two offset reflectors. The subreflector is flat and it is 
fed with a corrugated horn. The main reflector is also flat, but it is loaded with a dielectric 
lens, which operate as a collimator. The diameter of the antenna aperture is approximately 
120 mm. 

Corrugated horn

Flat subreflector

Dielectric-loaded main reflector

 

Fig. 4.7. Dielectric-loaded flat reflector antenna is used as a test antenna with the feed 

scanning APC technique. 

 

Fig. 4.8. The test antenna that is used in experimental verification of antenna pattern 

correction techniques. 
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Other techniques are verified with a different test antenna that is based on a single offset-fed 
parabolic mirror, see Figure 4.8. The reflector is a commercial optical component, which has 
high surface accuracy. The reflector diameter is 76.2 mm and its effective focal length is 127 
mm. The offset angle is 90º and the feed is a corrugated horn. The beam of the horn is 

Gaussian with dB12−  edge illumination in the plane of symmetry. Supporting structures are 

covered with radar absorbing material (RAM) in order to get good match with simulations 
and measurements. The antenna pattern of the test antenna is simulated with Grasp8W 
software. 

4.5.2 Numerical Verification of the Methods 

The numerical verification of the methods is based on the measured quiet-zone field QZE  and 

on the simulated aperture distribution of a test antenna AUTE . Let us consider the coordinate 

systems shown in Figure 4.9. 

x’

è

x

z’
z

è = antenna rotation angle

x’, z’ = quiet-zone coordinates

x, z = antenna coordinates

 

Fig. 4.9. The coordinate systems of the simulated test antenna and the quiet-zone. 

The numerical verification is considered here only in two dimensions for simplicity, an 
extension to three dimensions being straightforward. The effect of the quiet-zone field to the 
measured antenna pattern of the AUT can be calculated from 

 ∫
−⋅⋅= dxexExEkP

xjk

AUTQZx
k)()()(meas , (4.25) 

where θ
λ

π
sin

2
=xk . The horizontal antenna coordinate x  is given as 

 θθ sin'cos' zxx += . (4.26) 

By substituting (4.26) into (4.25) we get 

 ∫
−⋅⋅+= dxexEzxEkP

xjk

AUTQZx
k)()sin'cos'()(meas θθ . (4.27) 

Equation (4.27) is problematic in practice, because it assumes that the quiet-zone field is 

measured in both coordinates 'x  and 'z . If θ  is small, the first order Taylor expansion of 
(4.27) is 
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 ∫
−⋅⋅= dxexExEkP

xjk

AUTQZx
k)()'()(meas . (4.28) 

Equation (4.28) is used in numerical verification for predicting the measured antenna pattern. 

The maximum angle of θ  is °10  in numerical simulations, in which case the largest deviation 

between the x  and 'x  is 1.5 percent. 

The simulated test antenna that is used with the feed scanning based APC is circular with a 

diameter of 150 mm, and it has a Gaussian amplitude distribution with dB 12−  edge 
illumination and flat phase. The simulated test antenna that is used with the other techniques 
is similar to the physical single offset-reflector test antenna. Both antennas are simulated with 
the Grasp8W program. 

4.6 Results 

The accuracies provided by the antenna pattern correction techniques developed in this thesis 
are compared to that provided by the conventional APC method. The accuracies of the feed 
scanning APC and the frequency shift method are found to be approximately equal to that 
provided by the APC. The accuracies provided by the adaptive array based technique and the 
signal-to-interference ratio optimization technique are much better than that: the errors in the 
corrected patterns obtained with these methods are even 30 dB lower than the errors in the 
corrected patterns obtained with the APC. 

4.7 Summary of Publications 

Paper [P1] presents the measurement results of a 1.5-m reflector antenna at 322 GHz. The 
measurements are carried out in a compact antenna test range that is based on a transmission-
type amplitude hologram. Vertical and horizontal cuts of the antenna pattern are measured at 
co- and cross-polarizations and a contour map of the main beam region is measured at the co-
polarization. The effect of the non-ideal quiet-zone field to the measured results is studied and 
the reasons for the deviations between the measurements and the simulations are discussed. 

Paper [P2] reviews several antenna pattern correction techniques that have been developed for 
compact antenna test ranges or far-field ranges. 

Paper [P3] points out the applicability of the frequency shift technique for hologram-based 
compact antenna test ranges. In the method, the antenna pattern of the antenna under test is 
measured several times at different frequencies. The applicability of the method is studied, 
and the method is verified in a hologram-based compact antenna test range at 310 GHz with 
measurements and simulations. The accuracy provided by the method is found to be 
approximately equal to that provided by the conventional APC. 

Paper [P4] presents a new antenna pattern correction technique, which is suitable for compact 
antenna test ranges. In the technique, the antenna pattern of the antenna under test is measured 
several times using different range feed positions. The applicability of the method is studied, 
and the method is verified in a hologram-based compact antenna test range at 310 GHz with 
measurements and simulations. The accuracy provided by the method is found to be 
approximately equal to that provided by the conventional APC. 

Paper [P5] presents a new antenna pattern correction technique, which is based on an adaptive 
array algorithm. The method is applicable for compact and far-field ranges. In the method, the 
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antenna pattern is measured several times at different locations in the quiet-zone. The method 
is verified in a hologram-based compact antenna test range at 310 GHz with measurements 
and simulations. The accuracy provided by the method is found to be better than that provided 
by the conventional APC. 

Paper [P6] presents an improvement to the antenna pattern correction technique presented in 
[P5]. The proposed technique is based on maximization of the signal-to-interference ratio in 
the antenna pattern measurements. The method is verified in a hologram-based CATR with 
measurements and simulations. The accuracy provided by the method is found to be better 
than that provided by the conventional APC. 
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5 Conclusions 

Several antenna pattern correction techniques have been previously developed for microwave 
frequencies for mitigating the effects of spurious signals and for increasing the measurement 
accuracy. Most of these methods are not directly applicable at submillimeter wavelengths and 
they have not been used in practical antenna tests at these frequencies. 

In this thesis, four new antenna pattern correction techniques are developed: feed scanning 
APC technique, frequency shift technique, adaptive array based technique, and technique 
based on signal-to-interference ratio optimization. The applicability of each method is 
analytically studied and the methods are verified with measurements and simulations in a 
hologram-based CATR at 310 GHz. The feed scanning APC is as accurate as the 
conventional APC, but usually it is much more convenient to implement, as only a possibility 
to move the range feed antenna is needed. The feed scanning APC suits as well for all types 
of CATRs. 

The frequency shift method, which has been originally developed for microwave frequencies, 
is found to be applicable at submillimeter wavelengths. The method suits for all CATRs. 
However, it offers a great advantage in the hologram-based CATRs. As the hologram is a 
dispersive element, the method is able to partially compensate possible non-ideal operation of 
the hologram. The correction accuracy of the frequency shift method is found to be 
approximately equal to that of the APC. Implementing the method is convenient as only a 
possibility to change the frequency is needed. 

In the adaptive array correction technique and in the signal-to-interference ratio optimization 
technique the antenna pattern of the AUT is measured several times at different accurately 
known locations in the test range. In these methods, a virtual antenna array is formed from the 
measurement results at each rotation angle of the AUT. The array factor of the virtual array is 
then modulated such, that it has constant gain towards the desired signal and high attenuation 
to other directions. An estimate of the antenna pattern of the AUT and an estimate of the 
interference spectrum of the test range are used in the array synthesis. The adaptive array 
correction technique employs an alternating projections method in the array synthesis, 
whereas the other technique maximizes the signal-to-interference ratio. The accuracies of 
these techniques are found to be better than that of the conventional APC. 

These antenna pattern correction techniques can be used to improve the measurement 
accuracy of CATRs and to push CATRs higher in frequency. In a nutshell, the following 
results obtained in this thesis work, advance the state-of-the-art of the antenna pattern 
correction techniques at submillimeter wavelengths: 

1) A technique for maximizing the signal-to-interference ratio in the antenna pattern 
measurement, where the antenna under test is measured at several accurately known 
locations in the quiet-zone has been developed. 

2) An adaptive array based antenna pattern correction technique has been developed for 
obtaining the corrected pattern from antenna patterns that are measured at different 
accurately known locations in the quiet-zone. 

3) The applicability of the frequency shift method for the antenna pattern correction in 
hologram-based compact antenna test ranges has been demonstrated. 
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4) A feed scanning based antenna pattern comparison technique for the antenna pattern 
correction in compact antenna test ranges has been developed. 

5) The effect of the realized quiet-zone field on the measured antenna pattern in a practical 
submillimeter wave antenna measurement has been estimated. 
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